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NEREO Zorro was crouched 
down in front of a Spence 
neighbourhood garage last 

week, with a can of spray paint in his 
hand, when a man approached him 
and asked a question tinged with a 
touch of suspicion: what exactly are 
you doing? 

Zorro understood the man’s con-
cern: most garage doors and fences 
along the alleyway, pockmarked 
with potholes, had at least a trace of 
unwanted graffiti. 

But the 36-year-old artist, who 
looks about half his age, took a mo-
ment to explain himself as he sprayed 
the colours of a red fox onto the metal 
door.

He was asked to paint this.

Zorro, a chosen last name that coin-
cidentally means fox in Spanish, was 
born and raised in Winnipeg, and his 
first home was a stone’s throw away 
on Furby Street. A skilled muralist, in 
recent years, Zorro began examining 
his old stomping grounds, more partic-
ularly its back lanes.

Where others might see broken 
concrete, overflowing dumpsters and 
unwanted graffiti, Zorro saw potential 
to reimagine an untouched spatial 
resource. These back lanes that had 
fallen into disrepair were indicative of 
greater societal issues — poverty, ineq-
uity, misallocation of resources — not 
any problem inherent to the West End 
or its residents.

As an artist is wont to do, he won-
dered whether a little bit of colour 
might help.

So a few weeks ago, he put out a call 
on social media for a special project, 
seeking willing garage owners: paint-
ing creatures, like the red fox, which 
lived in the neighbourhood before any 
buildings were ever put up. “These an-
imals used to roam these lands before 
us,” he says.

“I’m open to all worthy creatures be-
cause the world is not just Winnipeg,” 
he adds. “We need to recognize the con-
nection that we have with nature, and 
all living beings who share our world.”

The first homeowner to volunteer 
their door — Zorro does charge a flat 
rate to cover the cost of each mural — 
lived in an ideal spot: directly behind 
the Langside Tot Lot.

Early on a warm summer Thursday, 
there were no tots in the lot, the play 
structure dormant. On one side of the 
lot, behind an apartment building, was 
a section of back lane about 20 metres 
wide, filled with all manner of garbage 
— old mattress frames, food wrappers, 
discarded furniture.

“I was talking to someone on the 
street the other day and she said she 
hadn’t been back in 20 years, and my, 
had the neighourhood changed,” says 

Zorro. It was clear she didn’t think the 
change was for the better.

But that’s the thing about change: if 
it can happen in one direction, it can 
happen in the other. That’s Zorro’s 
hope for the murals. “I want them to 
help change perceptions, maybe add 
some more colour and more life into 
the area, especially ones where kids 
are connected to,” he says. “They can 
get inspired. It’s like looking at a pretty 
flower or looking at a sunset. The same 

thing applies. It has the same effect.”
He knows that first-hand: after a 

rough few years in the 1990s, the rise 
of local arts organizations such as 
the Graffiti Gallery, where Zorro has 
worked, rose up to “transform the idea 
of what you could do with a spray can.” 

More recently, Zorro has worked 
with young people embroiled in the 
criminal justice system in projects re-
lated to art therapy, and saw a remark-
able transformation in the participants’ 
demeanour: some rival gang members 
who could hardly look at each other 
were holding hands and laughing in a 
matter of days.

In other words, he knows art can 
change the world. And when he looks 
at piles of garbage, he shakes his head 
at the notion that the garbage itself is 
the issue: it’s a symptom of underlying 
societal concerns that have bedevilled 
low-income neighbourhoods for years, 
with the pandemic making things much 
worse.

To clean up the garbage week after 
week and not change anything else 
would be a Band-Aid solution, he says. 
“I am more interested in the back end 
of things,” he adds.

The back lanes. They can teach you a 
lot about a neighbourhood. Maybe even 
more than the front yard. The back 
lane is out of the direct eye of the pub-
lic: it’s where the truth of a place often 
lies, unvarnished and unconcerned 
with judgment.

BEN WALDMAN

CHANGING LANES
Artist Nereo Zorro hopes to transform Winnipeg’s back alleys, one mural at a time

 ● MURAL, CONTINUED ON G4

Nereo Zorro’s chosen last name is Spanish for fox, an animal he’s emblazoned on a garage door. 

PHOTOS BY ETHAN CAIRNS / WINNIPEG FREE PRESS

Nereo Zorro’s mural in a Langside Street alley depicts a red fox, an animal the artist says used to roam the streets before humans took them over. 
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When it comes to summer sipping, 
rosés have got skin in the game

I
N last week’s Uncorked I dove into whites 
and reds to enjoy in warmer weather, only 
mentioning in passing the ideal summer 

sipper — rosé wine.
It goes without saying that drinking pink 

when the mercury rises is never a bad idea. 
But not all rosés are created equal — from 
the depth of colour to the aromatic profile to 
the sweetness level and flavours pink wines 
bring, if you don’t know what you’re looking 
for, it can be tough to know what you’re getting 
before you buy and open that bottle.

More so than whites or reds, the appearance 
of a pink wine can tell you a lot about what to 
expect before you open the bottle, one of many 
reasons producers tend to package the stuff in 
clear bottles rather than in tinted glass. 

Most rosés that are paler in colour tend to 
be on the more delicate side, offering up more 
floral, chalky and tree fruit flavours than their 
deeper, darker counterparts, which bring more 
fleshy red berry notes. 

New World rosés tend to be a bit riper, 
weightier and fruit-forward, while Old World 
(read: European) pink wines are often more 
austere, lighter-bodied and delicate.

While the difference in colour can some-
times be the result of what grapes are being 
used to make the wine — thinner-skinned 
Pinot Noir versus much darker Malbec grapes, 
for example — the hue of a pink wine (and its 
flavours) also has to do with decisions made by 
the winemaker.

Generally speaking, rosé wine is made much 
in the same way as white wine is made, with 
one difference. With white wine, the grapes 
are picked, sorted, destemmed and pressed, 
then the juice is drained away from the skins 
and and placed in a larger vessel (usually a 
stainless steel tank) to ferment.

The juice used to make rosé wine is left 
to macerate in contact with the skins before 
being drained off; that skin contact is what 
gives pink wine its colour. The skin contact 
can last anywhere from a couple of hours (for 

paler pink wines) to the better part of a day 
(for deeper rosés). Additionally, the longer the 
juice sits with the skins, the more likely it is to 
pick up some tannins.

With the exception of the sugary (and not 
so interesting) White Zinfandel wines, most 
rosés are fermented into dry wines. In wine 
the sugar in the berries is converted into 
alcohol through fermentation, so the higher the 
alcohol level, the lower the sugar levels tend to 
be. Rosés that land on the shelf at 13 per cent 
alcohol by volume or higher tend to be bone 
dry, while those at 11 or 12 per cent might still 
retain some residual sugar.

Beyond all the above technical stuff, rosés 
are quite food-friendly with a wide range of 
summer fare. Deeper pink wines with more 
body and a bit of tannin can handle slightly 
heavier dishes, while paler, more delicate rosés 
work well with salads, fruit, mild cheeses and 
the like. Most importantly, they don’t require 
cellaring — age them in the car on the way 
home from the store, chill them right down and 
drink them young and fresh.

uncorked@mts.net
Twitter: @bensigurdson

BEN SIGURDSON
UNCORKED

Wines of the week

DESPITE what the bottle shots might 
indicate, the following rosés are listed from 
lightest to darkest in colour…

Res Fortes 2020 
Rosé (Côtes du 
Roussillon, France — 
$19.99, Liquor Marts 
and beyond) Coming 
from the very warm 
south of France, this 
pink wine is a 50-30-
20 blend of Grenache 
Noir, Grenache Gris 
(a white grape) and 
Syrah. It’s very pale 
pink in colour, but 
quite expressive 
aromatically, bringing 
floral, strawberry, 
peach and subtle 
melon aromas. It’s 
dry and light-bodied, with the strawberry 
and peach flavours front and centre, a 
touch of fleshiness on the palate (but with 
enough acidity to keep things focused) and 

a relatively long finish thanks to the 13.5 per 
cent alcohol. Well done — enjoy with mild 
cheeses. 4/5

Decibel 2021 Rosé 
(Hawke’s Bay, New 
Zealand — around $25, 
private wine stores) 
Made from organic 
New Zealand Pinot 
Noir grapes from the 
north island, this rosé is 
medium pink in colour 
and aromatically deliv-
ers a heaping helping 
of raspberry candy, 
peach and a more 
modest floral note. It’s 
light-plus-bodied, and 
the raspberry candy 
and peach notes show 
almost a hint of sweet-
ness (despite it being 13 per cent alcohol), 
while the acidity is lower, leaving a rounder, 
softer texture. Try with milder curries or 
Thai fare. 3/5

La Posta 2020 Rosé 
of Malbec (Mendoza, 
Argentina — $15.99, 
Liquor Marts and be-
yond) Bright orange-
pink in colour, this 
Argentine rosé is made 
from Malbec grapes 
grown in high alti-
tudes in Argentina’s 
Uco Valley. It’s plenty 
juicy — aromatically, 
think ripe strawberry, 
watermelon, some 
citrus and a dash of 
spice. It’s light-plus-
bodied and brings a 
dollop of blueberry 
that works well with 
the pronounced strawberry and lemon 
zest notes, the latter of which comes with 
a splash of acidity on the medium-length 
finish. A solid and fun value, and on sale for 
$13.99 until the end of the month. Stock up 
now, and crack open with salads or grilled 
shrimp. 3.5/5

Celler 9+ NV Snou (Baix 
Gaià, Spain — around 
$20, private wine stores) 
Like the Res Fortes, 
this rosé is made from 
Garnatxa Negra (a.k.a. 
Grenache Noir) grapes, 
and also comes from near 
the Mediterranean Sea. 
However, this organic 
rosé is deep cherry red 
in colour, and brings 
intense apple, orange 
peel, watermelon and 
chalky notes that, with a 
bruised apple compon-
ent, are quite compelling. 
It’s mainly dry and light-plus-bodied, and 
on the palate delivers fresh cherry flavours 
with hints of those orange peel and spice 
notes that are fascinating, a lean chalky 
note that persists, and just the slightest hint 
of tannin texture-wise. Drinks well on its 
own but could easily (and beautifully) tackle 
grilled salmon or even pork tenderloin. 
Available at The Winehouse. 4.5/5
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Zorro, who spent most of his life in the West End 
and has recently taken up residence in Costa Careyes, 
Mexico, looks at the lanes as dormant ecosystems: a lot 
of space that does not get enough use or attention. In 
Wolseley, he saw the wild-life-centred garage murals 
of his friend, the local artist Kal Barteski, and thought 
something similar could enhance life in the lanes of his 
neighbourhood.

His goal is to paint 37 murals across the country on 
garages to help enliven the alleyways, with commis-
sions from homeowners in Calgary and Toronto already 
in the works. But Zorro hopes to do the bulk of his work 
in the neighbourhood where he grew up.

Last week, he pulled up his golden Honda Odyssey 
van to the house on Langside, putting it in park and sort-
ing through an impressive array of spray paints. 

The red fox is significant to him: not only is fox his 
chosen last name, it’s a name he gave his son, inspired 
by a fox sighting at Seven Sisters Falls a decade ago.

He pushed on the can’s trigger, and fumes of colour 
spurted out in controlled beams.

Chefs sometimes say if you want to get a room’s atten-
tion, start chopping. Painters start painting. Then, the 
neighbourhood takes notice.

A tattoo artist approached Zorro to talk about the art 
on her body. Families asked about the process. Some 
children pointed at the project from the Tot Lot — 
“They were looking at this, instead of at that,” he says 
gesturing to the mess of trash. And then a neighbour 
emerged to ask a question tinged with suspicion.

When Zorro explained, the man eased up, and then 
told the artist he was doing something good.

“That was probably my favourite interaction, because 
it was a transformation that happened in one conversa-
tion,” Zorro says. “It changed.”

ben.waldman@winnipegfreepress.com

ETHAN CAIRNS / WINNIPEG FREE PRESS

Nereo Zorro hopes his West End alley paintings start conversa-
tions and inspire others to take care of their spaces.


